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*Presenter: Martin Lindsay (M)
M: Hi, I’m Martin Lindsay from the Study and Learning Centre at RMIT University. This is another factorisation movie. This one is on completing the square.

Let’s first look at X plus B all squared, which is the same as X squared plus two B X plus B squared, or putting it around the other way, X squared plus two B X plus B squared is the same as X plus B all squared. Notice the term B is half of the co‑efficient of X, the middle term. In other words X plus B all squared is called a perfect square. So as an example, X squared minus 24 X plus 144, look at the middle term which is minus 24 X, half of that is minus 12 and thus that is our perfect square. So knowing how to find a perfect square is very important when completing the square.

Let’s do an example. Factorise X squared plus eight X minus nine. Step one, half the co-efficient of X, in other words half of eight is four, then we square the result, four squared is 16. Step three, add and subtract 16, in other words X square plus eight X plus 16 is our perfect square, then we subtract the 16 minus nine, notice that expression there is the same as the original expression, eight square plus eight X minus nine. Step four, complete the square and simplify. In other words eight square plus eight X plus 16 is X plus four all squared minus 16 minus nine is minus 25 and then finally factorise using the difference of two squares, which is X plus four plus five brackets X plus four minus five, which is the same as X plus four X minus one.

Let’s do another one. X squared minus six X minus four. Step one, half the co‑efficient of X which is half of six is three, square the result, three squared is nine. Step three, add and subtract nine, that gives us X squared minus six X plus nine, there’s our perfect square, then we have to subtract nine to make sure that we have the original X squared minus six X minus four. Step four, complete the square and simplify, in other words, X squared minus six X plus nine is X minus three all squared minus nine minus four is minus 13 and then finally factorise using the difference of two squares, which is X minus three plus root 13, X minus three minus root 13.

Now let’s look at a slightly harder problem. Notice here we’re factorising two X squared minus 10 X plus two. We can only complete the square if the co-efficient of X squared is one, so the first step we have to do is to remove the factor of two, thus we have two brackets X squared minus five X plus one. Now we go through the same process as before, half the co-efficient of X, but here the co-efficient of X is now five, so that half of that is five over two, square the result, five over two squared is 25 over four, then we add and subtract 25 over four which gives us that expression. Continuing on from the previous slide we have that expression, now we need to take the difference of two squares which gives us two brackets X minus five over two all squared minus 21 over four, but that can be simplified into the final expression two brackets X minus five over two plus root 21 over two brackets X minus five over two minus root 21 over two.

Now try some questions for yourself. The answers to these problems are on the next slide. Thanks for watching this short movie.

